Preschool Activities
Nov. 24th – Nov. 26th
I’m Thankful for My Family

Books we will Read

All Families are Special
A Family Like Yours

Special Events
Writing Station
Thankful Booklets
Dental Visitor

Things We Will Do:
Thankful Booklets, Writing Station, Finger Painting,

Memo:
We will spend the next couple of weeks talking about our families. We will talk about ways our families are special and how we can show our family members we appreciate them. We are asking our preschoolers to bring three to four family photos that can be used for a special classroom project during the first week of December. We would appreciate having these by Tuesday, December 2nd.

We are introducing our students to writing and math stations in our classroom. These are areas where specific skills can be practiced and reinforced.

Thanks, Shari, Keon, Delois and Pat